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Assuming the correctness of the theory of weak 
interactions, 4•5 we obtain the following equations 
for the correction constant C and for .the polariza
tion <u>: 

C = (1- fqy + T q2y2 )Lo + 2(y-i- qy2)No + y2 (M0+2L1), 

<~> =- DfC, (1) 

whereupon D is obtained from C by substituting 
' 2 2 0 Lo ~ Lo = (Lo- P0) Sin (<L1- il1), 

' 2 2 0 Mo- Mo = (Mo- Qo) Sin (<Ll- ol), 

No~ N~ = + [(Lo + Po)'1•(Mo + Qo)'/• 

+ (L0 - Po)'l• ( Mo- Qo)'l•] sin ( il_1 - il1 ), 

L1 ___,. L'1 = (L~- P~)'!. sin (<L2- o2)o 

For determination of the functions L0, M0, N0, 

etc. see references 6 and 7; o1, o_ 1, o2, o_ 2 are 
Coulomb phases; q is the neutron momentum. If 
we use the relation Ze2 « 1, and the explicit ex
pressions for the functions L0, M0, ••• , 6•8 we 
obtain the following simple equations for the {3 
spectrum and for the longitudinal polarization of 
the {3 electrons in P 32 : 

C =I +afz, <a>= --v(l-afe), (2) 

where a=%x[1- (Ze2/2p+%E0 )x]-1, Eo isthe 
spectral end-point energy. In deriving Eq. (2) we 
neglected terms in x2 if they were multipled by 
small quantities, i.e., a necessary condition for 
the validity of these equations is 

"~I f72n , 2 ) X" ~ --- \ ~e I 4p --;- a Eo X o 

Equations (1) and (2) convert into Morita's equa
tions if we drop the quadratic terms in x2• For a 
value of x = 0.08 we obtain a= 0.18 which agrees 
with experimental data. 1- 3 The deviation of the 
spectrum from a Fermi shape and of the polariza
tion from v / c also occurs for In 114 ( 1 +- 0 + tran
sition). 2•3 The formally required value a"" 0.3 
is obtained for a value of x = 0.057. Although such 
a large value of x seems improbable because the 
quantity log ft equals 4.4 for In114, it cannot be 
strictly ruled out. 

In conclusion I wish to express my thanks to 
Academician A. I. Alikhanov, Professor V. A. 
Berestetsko, B. L. Ioffe, and V. A. Lyubimov for 
their interest in and discussion of the work. 
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THE experimental data on the probabilities and 
asymmetry coefficients of the decays of ~ hyper
ons by various channels evidently satisfy the rule 
I ~I I = !. If the I ~I I =! rule receives final ex
perimental confirmation, it will be necessary to 
renounce the theory of the universal weak interac
tion between charged currents. 3 At present it is 
desirable to have more data to test this rule. 

Let us denote the amplitudes for the processes 
~ +- p + 1r0, ~+ - n + 1r+, and ~- = n + 7!"- by A+, 
A0, and A_, respectively, where A= a+ ib (uk); 
k is the unit vector in the direction of motion of 
the nucleon. The absence of asymmetry in the de
cays ~±- n + ~ means that for these processes 

Re(ab*)=O. (1) 

There are three ways to satisfy the condition (1): 
1) a= 0, 2) b = 0, 3) the phases of a and b 
differ by 90°. Since the interaction of pion and 
nucleon in the final state is small, the third possi
bility violates the conservation of time parity. 
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Many authors2•3 have shown that the rule I AI I 
= i holds only for a0 = b_ = 0 or a_ = b0 = 0. 
To choose from among the three cases the one 
that exists in nature, one could use measurements 
of the polarization of the nucleons from the decay 
of polarized ~ ± particles produced in reactions 
'!!:'± + p - ~± + K+. 

Denoting the polarization vectors of nucleons 
and ~ hyperons by P and P~ , we get 

2Re (ab*) , I a 12 - i b 12 , 2 ! b [2 

p = I a 12 + i b 12 k -,--I a 12 -:-I b 12 P1: 1 I a 12 +I !J 12 (PEk) k 

, 2 Im (ab*) 
-:- la12+-lb!2 [kxPl:]. (2) 

In particular P = 2 (P~k) k- P~ for a= 0; P~ 
= P for b = 0; and for the third case P has a 
component along the direction of k x P~ . 

It is obvious that a measurement of the direc
tion of the polarization vector of the nucleons will 
not only give information to test the rule I AI I = i. 
but can also help to choose one solution from the 
two that are possible ( a0 = b_ = 0 or a_ = b0 = 0) 
if this rule holds. 
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So far only two decays A- p + e- + v have been 
found, 1 although according to the universal V-A in
teraction theory (without, however, taking into ac
count the renormalization of the decay coupling con
stants ) approximately 20 times as many events 
should have been seen. The rarity of hyperon lep
tonic decays makes the study of them very difficult. 
For this reason it becomes of interest to study the 
inverse process 

e- + p-> A+ v, (1) 

which is due to the same interaction as the {3 decay 
of the A hyperon, but whose statistics may, in prin
ciple, be made rather large . 

If there is no transverse polarization of the 
neutrons from ~- decay, this means that the ini
tial ~- particle is unpolarized. In this case the 
absence of asymmetry in the ~- decay does not 
lead to Eq. (1). The quantity Re ( ab*) can be 
determined from a measurement of the longitudinal 
polarization of the neutrons. 
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The threshold for reaction (1) in the laboratory 
system is (m~ -m~)/2mp = 194 Mev, and, up to 
the threshold for A photoproduction ( e-·+ p- e-
+ A+ K+ ), which is equal to [(mA + mK)2 - m~]/ 
2mp = 912 Mev, reaction (1) is the only source of 
A hyperons (together with e- + p - ~ o + v, ~ o 
-A+y). 

The matrix element for process (1) (in the no
tation introduced in reference 3 ) has the form 
(where we ignore the electron mass) 
M =(uA {"(a. (Cv- GAis)-cra.f• (PA- Pr),s (Bv + BA"(s)}up) 

x(uvra.(l+i5)ue), (2) 

with the form factors Cy, C A• By, B A functions 
of the square of the momentum transfer 

- Q2 = (Pr- PA)2 = 2mpW ~ (mA- mp) 2 , (3) 
where W is the kinetic energy of the A hyperon 
in the laboratory system. If E is the energy of 
the incident electron and E = 2mpE + mb is the 
total energy in the center-of-mass system then 

0 < - Q2 < 2mp£ (I- n~~ ) = c2 (I- n:: ) (I- 1:~ J . 
(4) 

The cross section for process (1) for a given E 
and Q2 is given by* 

.!1 ( .Q'1 {(C~ i- C\) [~m~L'2 - (4mpL' + Q~) (m\- m~ -- Q")J-(C~ -- C~) 2m.\mpQ 2 - (B~1- B~) 2mAmpQ 1 

J 1).-:E·m~ 

(Bi· -~ B;1) [- F.m~£2 -;- ( 4mrE- m 2\ + m~,) (m7\ -- m'f,- Q2)j- 2CvBvQ2 (m.\ -+ mp) [(mA- mp) 2 - Q2 ] 

-'- 2C/1B/1Q2 (mA -- mp) [(mA -1-mpf- Q2]- 2 [CvC1 + CABv (m.\-+ mp)- C vBA (mA- m11) 

- BvBA(m'i- m~,)J Q2 [- 4m11£ + m7\- m~-Q2 ]}. (5) 


